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Captive Review (CR): Can you explain the 

relationship between your two compa-

nies?

Mike Palmer (MP): Certainly. Citadel Risk 

took a majority ownership position in 

Cedar Consulting LLC and its sister com-

pany in Bermuda, Cedar Risk Management 

Limited. The Bermuda captive manage-

ment operation was renamed Citadel Man-

agement Bermuda Limited and Dennis’ 

company continues to be known as Cedar 

Consulting LLC.

Dennis Silvia (DS): Right. We have known 

Tony Weller of Citadel Risk for many years 

and when the opportunity presented itself 

to allow him to purchase a majority posi-

tion in both companies, we felt very com-

fortable with sharing the ownership with 

him.

As Mike mentioned, we decided to keep 

the Cedar name for the consulting oper-

ation in order to amplify the nature of 

the independent consulting services that 

Cedar provides.

CR: Has the new ownership structure cre-

ated any opportunities for the group?

DS: It’s created plenty of new opportunities 

including my doing some signifi cant work 

in Latam, utilising Citadel Risk’s position 

as an admitted reinsurer in several Latam 

countries as well expanding into new dom-

iciles from a captive management perspec-

tive.

MP: In the last few weeks we have organ-

ised a new incorporated cell captive com-

pany in Tennessee called Citadel Tennessee 

Captive Insurance Company, and pending 

fi nal approval by the Tennessee regulators 

Citadel Management Bermuda Limited will 

become a licensed captive manager in Ten-

nessee. We will also be seeking licensing in 

the British Virgin Islands as a captive man-

ager in the next few months.

CR: Why Tennessee? And was there a 

reason you decided on the incorporated 

cell structure rather than the Series LLC 

option?

DS: We’ve known the Tennessee regulators 

for many years and we were very comfort-

able with the oversight that they provide to 

the industry there. In my opinion, the art of 

regulation is to be fl exible when it’s called 

for but to hold the line on regulations when 

necessary to keep companies viable and 

strong. We have always been able to work 

through any issues there and while the 

answer may not always be what we want to 

hear, it is always fair and reasonable.

Your question regarding incorporated 

cell versus series LLC is an excellent one. 

There haven’t been many clear court deci-

sions related to the use of segregated cell 

or protected cell companies in the captive 

insurance industry. The concern always 

has been that the separation of assets and 

liabilities that are the advertised benefi t of 

these types of structures might actually be 

challenged and not upheld in court. This 

challenge would likely come in a domes-

tic domicile and because of casual court 

understanding and interpretation the law 
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“We’ve known the 
Tennessee regulators for 
many years and we were 

very comfortable with 
the oversight that they 
provide to the industry 

there”

might not stand up. By using incorpo-

rated cells rather than a series LLC struc-

ture, we feel like we have added belts to 

our suspenders in helping to maintain 

the viability of the captive’s promise of 

separation of assets and liabilities from 

cell to cell and between the cell and the 

core company.

MP: At the end of the day, it’s about pro-

viding the best protective structure that 

we can for clients who would be inter-

ested in renting cells in the Tennessee 

company. With a protected cell structure 

and a separate legal identity for each cell, 

it should also be simple to make filings 

for 831(b) status for a cell. Not only can the 

Citadel family provide consulting services 

and management services, its Citadel Re 

company can provide excess insurance 

placements and aggregate stop loss cover-

ages. In some circumstances Citadel can 

even provide fronting company services 

through one of its US admitted insurers.

CR: You also mentioned British Virgin 

Islands. What are your long-term plans 

there?

DS: We think the recent legislative 

changes in BVI have created a very 

unique niche for this domicile, and we 

are considering a fully fledged opera-

tion there to take advantage of them. 

Mike has been producing captive busi-

ness for the BVI domicile for several 

years. 

We’ve had some preliminary conversa-

tions with the regulators who appear to 

be very open to our plans and, pending 

authority from the Financial Services 

Commission, we hope to be able to offer 

or services as a captive manager by June 

of this year.

MP: By the time we have completed this 

round of expansion, we think the Citadel 

family will be excellently positioned to 

meet the needs of its clients across a wide 

range of domicile options by offering a 

full plate of captive insurance services. 
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